
Maths 
This term, we will spend the first 3 - 4 weeks building on our         

knowledge of number and calculation. Strategies and support for 

both mental and written calculations can be found on the school 

website, www.bhjs.org.uk/curriculum-support-for-parents. 

Please continue to help your child at home with his/her 

times tables as these play a  crucial part in the new curricu-

lum and when supporting written   methods for multiplica-

tion and division.  Woven throughout, will be regular prob-

lem solving linked to prior learning giving the children a 

chance to apply their skills in different contexts.  

Literacy 
We will be starting our term by studying books from other cultures 

whereby children will be given the opportunity to give their views 

and opinions, explore characters, look at writer's language and 

identify how wow words and punctuation improve sentences. Our 

key texts here are Mariana and the Merchild by Caroline Pitcher 

and Stone Age Boy by Satoshi Kitamura.  

 

Children will then move onto information texts linked to our 10,000 

years ago topic culminating in them producing a non-chronological 

report.   

Life Learning 
We will begin with children expiring their place in the school 

and wider community.  We will be electing a YLT member and 

discussing what it means to ‘have a say.’ 

RE 
For the first term, we will be exploring 

‘what is important to me’ in the con-

text of their own lives and as a direct 

comparison to the Hindu faith. 

French 

To begin with, in our French 

sessions, we will be develop-

ing our understanding of 

numbers, greetings and sim-

ple instructions.   
 

PE 
We will begin the term focusing on gymnastics 

then we will be developing our dance skills by ex-

ploring, improvising and combining movement 

ideas related to the eras of the Stone age. 

History and Geography 
We will be looking at changes between 

the Stone Age and the Iron Age.  This will 

include a visit to Stonehenge! Alongside 

this, there will be a strong focus on the 

impact  made by trade, settlement and 

land use. How times have changed!   

Additionally, we will be conducting a 

Geography field trip in Queensholm Park 

looking at compass directions and map 

skills.  Exciting times!!  

Science 
In line with our new theme,  we will start with 

learning how to be an earth scientist.  This will 

involve learning about the formation of rocks, 

fossils and soils.  Additionally, we will be identify-

ing and classifying different rock types and test-

ing their properties.  Children will develop their 

ability to set up, carry out and evaluate com-

parative tests.  

Can you 

guess what 

our focus for 

creative 

development 

is this term...? 

Art 
We are going to be developing our skills in line 

and shading by creating sketches linked to our 

pre-historic theme.  Children will have the oppor-

tunity to re-create cave paintings, and create a 

3D sculpture of Stonehenge from clay. 


